Saturn

Eazyfile
How It Works
How the Eazyfile works is very easy. All you need to do is follow these guide lines below or
follow this link to watch our short how it works video …video link coming soon……………….
The Eazyfile works by means of a rotating file belt travelling across the front opening of the unit
at a speed of around about 75 rpm. This means that the 155mm long belt will have travelled
around the unit and passed across the opening 75 times in 1 minute.
It is this speed and action that makes filing the nail very easy to do with minimum effort, making
it useful for people from all ages and genders. This includes people with health conditions such
as poor or no eye sight, people with diabetes, poor hand movement or for children who are too
young to cut or clip their own nails.
The Eazyfile was conceived, designed, patented and developed by me Gavin Hodgson of A&H
Innovation ldt, to allow you to file and maintain your finger and toe nails without the need to
ever use clippers or scissors again. By simply pressing the nail up against the rotating file belt you
can see and feel instantly the nail being filed. There is no need to press too hard up against the
file belt as this will just slow the belt down and put undue strain on your batteries affecting their
longevity. The file belt will slip or stop if the unit becomes obstructed. If this occurs, release the
power button and remove the obstruction. If the file belt becomes worn it may start slipping.
This is an indication that the file belt is due for replacement (follow belt change instructions).
The Eazyfile can file all areas of the nail including the tips and sides as well as the whole top
surface. The belt guard also acts as a guide. The left side opening is particularly useful for
supporting the finger or toe if you’re filing a long nail. This helps you maintain a stable
movement over the tip. The right-side opening is effective when you have short nails, and
getting right into them edges on the side of the nail. If like me, you can file 2 finger nails at the
same time by placing 1 nail in each of the openings.
The belt travels through the Eazyfile from left to right. but I have designed the unit to be held
not only right way up but upside down also. This then allows the belt to travel across the nail
from right to left. This helps you achieve a smooth and comfortable filing action where you can
allow the file belt to file away from the nail with ease, rather than dragging towards it.
For example, if you were to use a conventional stiff file board and run the file away from you, it
would feel smooth but pushing it back in the opposite direction would snag the nail. I have
eliminated this by making the eazyfile useable either way up.

We have carefully designed replaceable file belts that come in strip form (refer to belt change
instructions). These file strips come in various grades. This is so that when you find a grade that
suits you the best, you can then purchase only the file strips you need and eliminate waist with
unwanted file belts. The Eazyfile will come with 1 belt loaded into the unit and 2 spare strips in
the packaging box. You can order spare file strips on this website.
There are curved walls and a curved roller behind the file belt. These are designed to assist
you in achieving that perfect, even and comfortable finish, even when you’re not watching
what you’re doing. For example you can file your nails smooth and evenly while watching TV
or having a conversation with someone.
ATTENTION: Please follow user instructions before use.

